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Advantages of ERDA H profiling
using a new methodology based on AE-E detection
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ERDA is a powerful technique for depth profiling analysis of H in thin films and near the
surface of materials. The use of He incident ions with a stopping filter and a Si energy detector is
the usual analytical methodology because (i) ion beam induced H diffusion is less under He ion
irradiation than with heavy ions and (ii) the detection efficiency is 100 %. However, the depth
resolution deteriorates due to the straggling in the stopping filter. A nuclear charge dispersive
detection method based on the use of AE-E silicon telescope with AE thickness of 4 um with
enhanced depth resolution and accessible depth is proposed. The gains in depth resolution and
analysable depth are demonstrated. Normalisation based on the forward scattered He spectrum is
used to offset the uncertainties resulting from the H loss during irradiation of Kapton and Mylar
standards.

1. Introduction
Since its development by L'Ecuyer et al. in 1975 [1] Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA)
has become a powerful tool for quantitative depth profiling of light elements in the near-surface
region of materials. ERDA analysis of H using a low energy He beam was first reported by
Doyle and Percy [2]. One of the main advantages of using He incident ions is the minimal
radiation damage of the analysed targets. This is very important for accurate measurement of H
which is well known for its instability and its loss under ion beam irradiation. Since then,
extensive studies aimed mainly at the optimisation of the depth resolution have been undertaken
[3-11]. A wide range of combinations including the mass of the incident ions, kinematic
considerations and different detection approaches [6-9,12] have been used. Considerable effort
has been dedicated to make ERDA depth profiling of H quantitatively accurate. Until recently,
the determination of the non Rutherford He - H cross sections [13-15] has been a subject of
discrepancies which reflects the difficult problem of H loss under ion beam irradiation.
However, quantitative depth profiles of H can be achieved by direct comparison with the H
recoil spectrum from polymer standards such as Mylar, Kapton or Polystyrene. Accuracy
requires that the target H content does not significantly change during ERDA measurements.
The use of light incident ions such as He beams is preferred in order to minimise the effect of
irradiation.
Here we describe a new technique based on simultaneous detection of both the recoiled H and
forward scattered He using a silicon AE-E telescope. This improves significantly the depth
resolution and eliminates the need for H standards for quantitative depth profiling. A new
analysis approach for internal normalisation is described.

2. Experimental set-up
The measurements have been performed at the RMIT 1 MV Tandem accelerator with 2.5 MeV
4He++ beam. A glancing incident beam impinged at 75° to the surface sample normal. The
silicon AE-E telescope was placed at 30° to the incident beam direction. A 1x3 mm2 vertical
rectangular slit collimated the AE-E telescope. The AE and E detectors are from ORTEC with
thicknesses of respectively 4 um and 500 um. The E and AE detectors were operated in



coincidence mode. The collection of the data use a CAMAC based multi-parameter pulse height
analysis system controlled by a Macintosh Quadra 900 computer and SPARROW KMAX
software with event by event data storage to allow for offline analysis.

3. E and AE calibration
Both detectors E and AE were calibrated using 0.8 -1.8 MeV H beam scattered on a 20 nm thin
gold film on silicon substrate in RBS configuration. The AE-E telescope was placed at a
scattering angle of 150° relative to the incident H direction. The scattered H peak from the thin
gold layer is a well defined gaussian with a FWHM of 14 keV. For each incident energy two sets
of data collection were performed with and without the AE detector in front the E detector. This
allows energy and energy loss calibration for both AE and E detectors. For 1.0 MeV H, the
energy widths of the E and AE detectors in this configuration were 14 keV and 40 keV.

4. Results and discussion
Figure 2a shows a typical two dimensional spectrum acquired using a 2.5 MeV He-4 beam
incident on a Kapton sample. The H and the forward scattered He are both well separated.
Figures 2b and 2c show respectively He and H energy projections.
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FIGURE 2. (a) AE-E two dimensional ERDA spectrum of Kapton sample, (b) Total energy
(AE+E) projection of the forward scattered He component, (c) Projected energy spectrum of the
H component(d) Energy spectrum with 10 urn Al filter in front of the E detector.

As shown in Figure 2b, the total energy projection of the forward scattered He was obtained by
adding both E and AE signals which gives a much better energy resolution. In Figure 2c the E
and AE signals for H are not added because it would not improve the energy resolution. The
summation of both E and AE signals should be done only in the case where the energy resolution



of the AE detectors is much less than their straggling contribution. The energy resolution
calculated from figure 2d (ERDA with 10 um Al filter) is 69 keV. The advantages of AE-E
method are clearly seen in figure 2c. The energy resolution is only 36 keV and the accessible
depth is greater due the reduction of the low energy cutoff. Both He and H spectra were obtained
under the same experimental conditions. For samples with known composition, auto-
normalisation of the forward scattered He energy spectrum in a manner similar to Rutherford
Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) allows inter-normalisation of the H recoil spectrum. This
eliminates the needs for H standards and consequently the uncertainties related to the H loss in
the commonly used polymers as H references. The accuracy of the absolute H concentrations are
then dependent directly and mainly on both the He-matrix and He-H cross section data. RUMP
[16] software can be used for such analysis.
The AE detector is not a passive absorber and consequently its thickness is a compromise
between the minimum acceptable energy loss and the electronic noise of the thin detector and
associated electronics. The use of a 4 (xm AE detector allowed us to obtain good separation
between the electronic noise level and the AE signal from 1.8 MeV H beam. This means that an
energy of the He beam as high as 3.7 MeV can be used which extends the accessible depth.
Otherwise, when using 2.5 MeV He beam, a thickness of less than 3 |j.m can be used for AE
detector which improves further both the depth resolution and the accessible depth.

Conclusion
The use of ERDA low energy He beams and a AE-E silicon detection system with its
simultaneous detection of recoiled H and forward scattered He projectiles have been
demonstrated to:

• improve significantly the depth resolution and extend the analysable depth.
• eliminate the need for H standards and their associated uncertainties.
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